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1. Introduction: Personal Background 
The yeαr is1990. The scene tαkesρJαce in a meeting room in an 
old university building on the site of the current Academy Com欄
mon. An earnest-looking， somewhat fresh-fiαcedωestern mαnαρ-
proαching 40 is eαrnestly addressing the questions of αgrouρof 
Jaραneseρrofessors， most of whom are older. He is being inter-
viewed for αjob， with the questions being given largeかinJapa-
nese，αnd the αnswers in English. There is one young ]1αραnese 
ωomaη andαsmiling foreign gentlemαn， slightly older than the 
interviewee. After being introduced to him the interviewee clumー
ばかtriesto exρlain that he just saw someone reading a newspaper 
with afull-ρage interview and lαrge Photo of this gentleman. The 
ρrofessor chairing the meeting， who is only eight years or so older 
thαη the interviewee， isinterested in the later's educationalρhi-
losoPhy: his ideas about languαge teaching being integr.αted with 
the new field of 官lobaleducation. " 
Chairman: But do you think these educational ideas can 
work in a traditional educational environment 
like that of Meiji University? 
Interviewee: WeU， ifthey are worth thinking about， they 
should be applicable in any environment. 
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1 was that interviewee. The Chairman of that meeting， Professor 
Masanao Ikeuchi， and his colleagues in the English department of the 
School of Political Science and Economics (“Seikei") decided to give me 
the benefit of th巴doubt:1 got the job. In this paper 1 am going to look 
back over my own personal attempts over the past 23 years to respond 
to his request to help to develop the English teaching within our depart-
πlent. 
Although he suggested， when 1 started work， that 1 cal1 him “Nao，" 
1 haven't been doing so. Whether in Japanese or English， ithas always 
been “Ikeuchi-sensei." 1 am going to adopt a more personal style than is 
typical of an academic paper， and it seems here more appropriate to 
refer to him -and indeed to other colleagues-by their given names. 
What is pr巴sentedhere is an inevitably personal view of my at・
tempts to integrate educational and applied linguistic thinking in order 
to arrive at an articulation of the possibi1ties for sustainable ways of 
developing， within our department， an English program that is more 
enjoyable， interesting and at the same time more effective for both stu開
dents and faculty than has perhaps been the case til1 now. 
This personal approach is also reflected somewhat in the content， 
with quotes included here from informal written communication， and 
the inclusion also of some examples of teaching materials that 1 have 
created at different points over the years. It has been interesting to me 
personal1y to rediscover， inthe process of writing this paper， some of 
the letters and -from the late 90s-emai!s which 1 exchanged with col-
leagues， as wel1 as notes 1 made fol1owing conversations. And 1 have 
also been rereading， ofcourse， old academic papers of mine， as well as 
actual teaching materials. 
Ml.;ch of what 1 have been looking at now strikes me as naive， pre-
sumptuous and over-ambitious. Nevertheless， 1 am pleased to see that 
there has been a consistent thread of maturing ideas running through-
out， and it is this thread that 1 would like to elucidate in this paper， as
1 think there may be something here that can be of practical value in 
our current situation. 1 think now， as 1 did when 1 original1y joined 
Seikei， that we have the potential to do something very worthwhile and 
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interesting here_ 
Nao， having been introduced to me by the young woman among 
the interviewers， Morimoto-sensei -Yoko -was attracted， I think， by 
the fact that I wasn't just interested in language teaching， but in a 
broader vision of education_ The field of“global education" was just 
emerging at that time， and seemed to offer an appropriate place for me 
to hang my academic hat. It was a general educational approach， devel-
oped initially for secondary schools， that could be extended to universi-
ties and to language teaching_ I often explain to people that the 
simplest way to think about global education is to look at it as the 
search for an education that meets the needs of the era of globalization_ 
The following is a morc careful and often-quoted definition， from Pike 
and Selby (1988). 
Global education is an approach to education that's based upon 
the interconnectedness of communities， lands， and peoples， the 
interrelatedness of al social， cultural and natural phenomena， 
links between past， present and future， and the complementary 
nature of the cognitive， affective， physical and spiritual dimerト
sions of the human being_ It addresses issues of development， 
equity， peace， social and environmental justice， and environ司
mental sustainabi1ty. It encompasses the personal， the local， 
the national and the planetary. Along with these principles， its 
approach to teaching and learning is experiential， interactive， 
chi1dren-centered， democratic， convivial， participatory， and 
change-oriented. CPike & Selby， 2000) 
My broad research thcme in 1991， as now， was to do with articulat-
ing the kind of education that matches the needs of today's world， and 
seeing how it cou1d find practical expression within the particular area 
of language learning and teaching. The term “global education" as I use 
it is a far cry from the simplistic idea of producing quotas of graduates， 
so-called gurobaru jinzai. As the French philosQpher Edgar Morin 
writes， the discourse of education is permeated with， and self-limiting， 
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by an emphasis on numbers that obscures the lack of attention 
accorded to the quality of thinking and und巴rstandingthat education is 
cultivating in individuals. After first identifying cornpartrnentalizcd 
modes of thought as a major impediment in the rnodern world， and 
calling for integrative thinking that a110ws us to see problems in their 
context without being overwhelrned by inforrnation， he writes about 
French education in terms that seem equally applicable to ]apan: 
Emphasizing the importance of changing the way we think 
about the world is a1 the more important because in France 
today education and research have been reduced to quantita-
tive tcrrns:“more credits，"“more teachers，"“more data process 
ing，" etc. This rnasks the major problern that is made manifest 
by one faHed educational reform after another: you cannot re-
form institutions without first changing the ways in which peoρle 
think， and you cαnnot chαnge theωαyρeoρle think wuhout first 
reforming the institutions.' 
Over the past 23 years 1 have seen many attempts to“reform" the 
educational curriculum in Seikei， but these have been on a tinkering 
level， and have certainly not been systemic. The very notion of “cur-
riculum" in our working use of the word is far from how the word is 
used in academic educational discours巴. Alternative ways of thinking 
about curriculum have been difficult to articulate because there are no 
working exemplars， and 1 have spent much of my energy， over the time 
1 have been here， on producing working models that illustrate the prin-
ciples of a theoretical global education approach to the Seikei curricu欄
lum as a whole， with foreign language education -English in particular; 
of course conceived less as a separate and additive component than as 
inseparable from， intertwined with and in a mutually reinforcing rela-
tionship with the social studies subjects associated with Seikei. Put 
differently， 1 have been preoccupied with dev巴lopingthe framework for 
a Seikei language program or“system" that has the potential to work 
on a large-scale and that， while of deeply personal interest to me， is
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paradoxically only going to succeed if it can sustain itself and thrive 
without my input. 
A consequence of this way of looking at my work was that in my 
teaching， especially in the first ten years leading up to my sabbatical， 
the thought that 1 was giving to the long-term needs (as 1 perceived 
them) of the department as a whole were not weU balanced with the 
immediate needs of the students in front of me. 1t would have been 
easier for me to simply teach c1asses， without constantly experimenting 
and assessing what the possibilities might be for thc curriculum as a 
whole. 
Although， when 1 started in Seikei， 1 placed myself within the fields 
of “global education，" language teaching and the philosophy of educa-
tion， 1 didn't hold on to the “global" label for too long. This is because 
the field， after Kip Cates and 1 introduced it in May 1990 in a special 
edition of The Language Teacher， became very rapidly characterized by 
a social activism and advocacy which 1 thought was counter-productive 
and off-putting to many. The first inkling 1 had of this was when an 
. editorial which we had jointly crafted mysteriously appeared， when 
published， with the logos of a range of organizations， such as those of 
the World Wildlife Fund for Nature， Greenpeace and the Campaign for 
Nuclear Disarmament， among others. This is not to say that 1 was 
against the organizations-far from it-but the fact that they had been 
inserted， without consultation， was evidence of an activist zeal that 1 
felt was not appropriate for mainstream education. At times the activ-
ism could even be divisive and abrasive. 1 remember one meeting in 
which some teachers were suggesting that members of The ]apan Asso偽
ciation for Language Teaching CJAL T) boycott publishers who did not 
inc1ude sufficient “global" material in their textbooks. Fortunately this 
line of thinking did not go too far， but 1 have nevertheless not quite felt 
comfortable in the current global education strand of language teach-
llg. 
The project that interests me the most was， and continues to be， 
that of how mass education can help individuals to be more comfortable 
within themselves and able to teach themselves. 1 thought then， as 1 do 
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now， that this was more powerful in the long term than a rather uni欄
maginative and overt emphasis on what boils down to encouraging 
learners to become acti vists. 
1n recent years， the word “global" has come to the fore in 
educational discourse in a different way， and 1 have come to feel com-
fortable again in applying the term “global education" to my work. 1 am 
consciously associating myself with-and at the same time hopefully 
raising questions about-the way the words “global" and “glo baliza tion" 
are typicaIly being used in discussions of education within Seikei and in 
society in general. 
My own understanding of the huge increase in international pro-
grams offered by Seikei is that innovations in this area havc been 
pushed forward in order to qualify (in test scores and students studying 
overseas) for the status of a “global" (now “super-global") university， 
without sufficient thought to the quality of our own educational pro-
grams. We are currently not far from the absurd situation of uninten-
tionally implying that the quality of a department or university is 
derived from the number of students we succeed in getting out of the 
confines of our own institution and into a foreign university. While 1 
am very favorably inclined towards international programs， 1 think we 
should be more confident in and ready to think about our own potential 
to offer a high quality education. Increasing the number of our stu-
dents who study abroad is certainly a significant step， as there can be 
incalculable value in the simple experience of travel or actual study 
abroad. But overseas study is only one way-and a relatively easy and 
superficial way at that to address the problem of education in the 
global era. 
Overseas study is what Shibata (2011) calls a move away from 
Japan's“island mentality" and towards a “sailor's mcntality，" one that 
allows people to be constantly learning from overseas experience. But 
this is only the third of his prescriptions for a reform in education. The 
first two are expressed here: 
The most important thing an education can deliver is the abil-
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ity to think with an independent mind. The country's educa-
tional system needs a paradigm shift away from rote 
learning... and toward the ability to think. Second， education 
should train people to reach a conc1usion and to produce a solu-
tion. 
He then adds that being able to make decisions within the context of 
uncertainty is part of thinking independently; 
The reality is that the only thing certain in this world is uncer-
tainty. To respond to uncertainty one must exercise judgment. 
As a society we place too much emphasis on succeeding in high 
school and getting into the top ]apanese universities， asif those 
who succeed at that stage will be winners forever. But the 
world does not work that way; it requires continuous learning 
and the abiIty to take initiative. 
Here he is calling into question a key aspect of the culture we are 
steeped in， especially within the world of education: our emphasis on 
“status" and hierarchy. Students generally come to us with a deeply 
inculcated sense of their academic rank. How can we， through the me-
dium of our educational systems (rather than simply through our 
words as teachers)， create an environment which implicitly and inher-
ently subverts this kind of thinking? 
In the same volume Saito (2011) identifies empathy， a willingness 
to help others and other human qualities as keys to transcending the 
insularity of ]apan's business culture， visible in the resistance of those 
working within corporations to feeling responsible for what is going on 
beyond the limits of their own work， or to feel any “kinship" for those 
working outside of the kind of business culture that they themselves 
are m. 
At my high school in California， every student had to perform 
100 hours of community service in order to advance to the next 
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grade level. The focus was not on impersonal activities like 
cleaning up a park， but on providing meaningful service to the 
less privileged people in our community. Volunteering to help 
people instil1s the idea in young minds that“giving back" to 
society is a natural part of life. Young people discover that 
volunteering pays rich dividends in community appreciation， 
self-esteem， compassion， humility， and gratitude. Equally 
important， they learn that asking for help is nothing to be 
ashamed of. 
He goes on to talk about how the business community can be 
“energized" by more people with these qualities. 1 should add that 1 am 
not here advocating voluntary work as part of our curriculum， al-
though this is certainly a worthy topic to consider. 
It seems to me that it is possible， even in a large-scale department 
such as Seikei， ifwe have good will and are ready to think independ-
ently， to create a stimulating environment for our students which con-
tains in it the conditions for the development of independent thinking， 
a proactive mindset and human qualities. These are part of what can be 
called fostering “personal growth." In other words， while there are many 
cynical voices that would dismiss this idea in a moment， the question of 
how an interest in “personal growth" can be infused in the curriculum 
is not only relevant but also practical. Overcoming our own insularity 
as colleagues could be an important step... 
2. Personal Background and Global Education 
Here 1 would like to backtrack to my childhood and schooling in 
order to throw Iight on how 1 became interested in global education， 
and on the meanings 1 give to this term. 
In my first grade of elementary school 1 attended three different 
schools， and in one of them 1 had a teacher who asked us to spend a 
good deal of our time filling in， with crayons， simple line drawings of 
houses and hils. trees and perhaps som巴 peopledoing things in the 
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foreground or background. 1 think her idea must have been to teach us 
motor control skills but， whatever the purpose， 1 wasn't good at it， and 
used to get stressed by her punishment of making me Cand others) stay 
indoors during the recess if we hadn't finished by the time the bell went. 
1 was also stressed by seeing the eyes of a classmate， a girl who was held 
to be too talkative， swell up with tears of humiliation when masking 
tape was put across her mouth. This is the opposite of a learner-
centered approach， one where the child is expected to fit the school， 
rather than the other way around. At the end of th巴termMiss LaFevre 
wrote on my report card that“Kevin must learn to keep his coloring 
inside the lines." I'm afraid 1 am stil crossing lines， lines that people 
may feel it is not my place to cross， when 1 venture to say that 1 have 
some radical but practicable ideas for improving the Seikei curriculum. 
1 have spent most of my life being an “outsider." A "new kid" is a 
kind of outsider， and by the age of 1 1 had been a new kid in as many 
schools， ifnursery school and kindergarten are included. My family 
settled in the UK when 1 was nine， and within a few years 1 didn't stand 
out as particularly American and managed to sound pretty authenti-
cally British whenever 1 wanted to. But 1 didn't clearly belong to any 
one of the many subtle levels of social class to which any real Brit could 
easily be assigned in the 1960s. And although 1 knew what state school 
dinners and "gobstoppers"2 were， there were too many differences in my 
background for me to fel quite the same as my peers. At 16 or 17 1 
started to play at being more American， but somehow that wasn't quite 
authentic. And with my interest in French and France 1 found myself 
trying to be French when in France. 
Being an outsider has thus predisposed me， as1 am sure can easily 
be understood， to a kind of“global" outlook on the world: 1 am inclined 
to see myself and others less as a member of a particular national or 
cultural group than simply as a human being. 
Independently of cultural and national issues， 1 also felt something 
of an outsider in the education system. Despite having been -at least 
outwardly-reasonably successful academically， 1 always felt that 1 had 
simply become good at adapting，“jumping through hoops" and passing 
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tests without ever， inmy formal education， finding my own ways of 
connecting authentically with the academic environment 1 was in. 1 felt 
1 was someone who was adept at playing other people's games， by other 
people's rules. 
Of course， inJapan too， 1 am an outsider， but Japan has given me a 
comfortable sense of “outsider油 ip."What had been lacking for me in 
my education was the message that more important than any academic 
subject matter was my own sense of self， ofsimply being happy in my 
own skin as it were， and here in Japan 1 have felt free to nurture this 
seed of an idea and develop it academical1y within the field of educa-
tion. 
The first publications 1 ever produced were while 1 was in the 
School of Education at Okayama University， and it is interesting to me 
now to see that 1 had in these two papers (Mark 1987a， 1988b) the seeds 
of themes that have preoccupied me ever sinc巴. In the first of these 
papers 1 explored the notion， through a questionnaire survey， that stu-
dents might be receptive to having a more learner-centered way of 
studying Eng!ish， that 1 defined as learner “autonomy." In the other 1 
wrote very briefly about the idea that each individual is a microcosm of 
what is happening in the world， and that the concept of“indi vid ualiza-
tion" could be fruitful1y explored in relation to the theme of “interna-
tionalization" (a much-used word in 1980s and 1990s ]apan that has now 
of course been superseded by “globalization." 
“Individualization" is typically used in education to refer to ways 
in which individual needs can be addressed in the course of instruction. 
1 was interested in this aspect too， but felt that there is a need now for 
a major shift in education from seeing the individual as serving the 
interests dictated by industry and the economy -the industrial age 
paradigm that is well articulated by Sir K巴nRobinson (Robinson， 
2011) -to seeing the individual as key to creating the kind of world 
society that we want: a blossoming of bottom-up power. Robinson's 
words here， inhis Preface， capture well the significance of the individ-
ual in the discourse of education and the global era. 
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First， human int巴lligenceis profoundly and uniquely creative_ 
We live in a world that's shaped by the ideas， be!iefs and values 
of human imagination and culture_ The human world is cre・
ated out of our minds as much as from the natural environ司
ment. Thinking and feeling are not simply about seeing the 
world as it is， but having ideas about it， and interpreting 
experience to give it meaning. Different communities live dif‘ 
ferently according to the ideas they have and the meanings 
they experience. In the literal sense， we creatc the world we 
live in. We can also re-create them. The great revolutions in 
human history have often been brought about by new ideas: by 
new ways of seeing that have shattered old ccrtainties. This is 
the essential process of cultural change. 
Second， realizing our creative potential is partly a question of 
finding our media， of being in our element. Education should 
help us to achieve this， but too often does not and too many 
people are instead displaced from their own true talents. They 
are out of iheir element and out of their minds in that sense_ 
Finally there is a kind of mania driving the present direction of 
educational policy. In place of a recent debate about the strate-
gies that are needed to face these extraordinary changes， there 
is a tyrant mantra about raising traditional academic stan偶
dards. These standards were designed for other times and for 
other purposes-as 1 will explain. We will not succeed in navi-
gating the complex environment of the future by peering re‘ 
lentlessly into a rear-view mirror. To stay on this course we 
should be out of uur minds in a more literal sense. 
It is perhaps easy to cynically laugh off this kind of writing， but a 
mind that resonates on this wavelength can， with practice， quickly see 
opportunities for “translating" what may seem highly abstract or over-
idealistic ideas into practical forms. At some point early in my work in 
Seikei 1 made use of Figure 1 in my teaching_ (The story reads， 
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Robin Richardson， Fighting for Freedom， 
World Studies Series， Nelson， 1978， Copy-
right World Council of Chorches 
Figure 1 
following western convention， from left to right， top to bottom.) 1 was 
intrigued by the ways in which my own cultural background helped me 
to quickly give meaning to the story， whereas my students struggled 
with it. It was the fence or playpen that caused them to flounder， as 
well as the angry voice from Heaven or the Pulpit in Frame 3. Now， 
however， 1 am attracted to this story not just for its invitation to ex-
plore intercultural issues as well as personal identity， but rather as an 
illustration of the first type of being “out of our minds" that Robinson 
identifies. Robinson's third meaning of “out of our minds" is of course 
reflective of thc current tendency to look at global education in terms 
of meeting quotas and looking like we are doing something new while 
actually doing nothing fundamentally new at all. 
The second sense of Robinson's being "out of our minds" is cap-
tured by an elegant definition of work that 1 have found useful ever 
since 1 started thinking about education. It is given by the economist 
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E. F. Schumacher CSchumacher， 1979)， who was very highly regarded 
by Keynes， who is said to have considered him as a kind of successor. 
1 have found Schumacher's definition of work to be very widely applica-
ble， and wonder why a definition of something so fundamental to eco-
nomics and human society is not apparently considered to be important 
in introductions to economics. There are three parts to his definition. 
The purpose of work is: 
First， toprovide necessary and useful goods and services. 
Second， toenable every one of us to use and thereby perfect 
our gifts like good stewards. 
Third， todo so in service to， and in cooperation with， others， so 
as to liberate ourselves from our inborn egocentricity. 
The language of the second and third parts of the definition might 
appear to some to have a slightly pious or religious tone-Schumacher 
converted late in life to Catholicism， having flirted at one time with 
Buddhism -but this does not take anything away， inmy view， from its 
usefulness. If we were to apply this definition to the work of the Seikei 
English department; the first component of the definition would be to 
look at what we are delivering to our students in terms of helping them 
to improve their English， to fel more confident about themselves， to
prepare them to find the kinds of jobs they want to do， etc. The second 
part of the definition could be applied to thinking of our curriculum in 
terms of whether or not it is responsive to students' needs and interests， 
whatever we may perceive and define these to be， and to helping them 
understand themselves in relation to others and society. It could also be 
applied to our relations to each other， as faculty. Do we not have a 
responsibi1ty to try， atthe very least， not to prevent each other from 
fulfilling our abilities? Better， isit not in our own interest to try to help 
each other to succeed in what each one of us is individually good at? 
The third component of the definition requires a litle elaboration， 
1 feel. To me itis best understood if reworded as，“being able to give and 
receive constructive criticism in a positive spirit." At times 1 have also 
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used the metaphor of a gardener needing to prune the branches of dif-
ferent plants in a garden in order that they can each thrive， enhanced 
by without needing to impinge on each other. 
3. Self-Access Pair Learning 
1 would not have been invited to join Seikei had it not been for the 
efforts of Yoko Morimoto. We had met in the spring of 1987 in Geneva， 
as participants on a 3-week course in Self-Acccss Pair Learning (SAPL) 
led by the developer of the SAPL method， Nicolas Ferguson. Yoko and 
1， in our respective universities， were enthusiastic flag-bearers for this 
method for some time. While my experience of this method taught me 
an enormous amount， 1 was able to see its limitations by the time 1 came 
to Meiji. The method is based on students working in pairs or， when 
necessary， a group of three， using a textbook and recorded material. In 
a single class students wil1 typically be working largely independent of 
the teacher， and entirely at their own pace. While the method is highly 
programmed there is much in it that can challenge and enable learners 
to take responsibility for teaching themselves. As Pendergast (2010) 
writes， 
The language is introduced aurally， with reference to the 
printed page only fOllowing extensive listening activity. In 
som巴cases，there is no reference to a printed version which， in
fact， does not exist. Students work out the language among 
themselves， performing role-plays and asking and answering 
questions to provide mutual feedback as to what they think 
they understand from the recordings. In this way， they learn to 
listen carefully and to communicate with gestures and facial 
巴xpression.They assist each other in discovering... one of the 
most difficult parts of the language， namely the unstressed el巴-
ments or function words which make up the skeleton of the 
“grammar." There is， however， litle or no overt discussion of 
gram口lar.
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The weakness of the method is the lack of creative input and 
authentic communication by learners， and unfortunately this has made 
it difficult for those who casually consid巴rit to recognize its many 
strengths and subtleties， touched on here by Pendergast. Prominent 
among these is the awareness， reflected in the design of the materials， 
of the link between rhythm and grammar. As Pendergast points out， 
“code words，" such as prepositionsand pronouns， are typical1y un-
stressed. Therefore a focus on rhythm indirectly draws attention to 
gra口1口lar.
As he points out， another important strength of the method is the 
emphasis on getting learners to notice. independently of a teacher， the 
gap between their own production and the model they are studying. 
Let's pause here for a moment. Isn't this， right in the middle of mun-
dane language instruction， an example of how the cultivation of a 
proactive mindset and independent thinking (elements of “personal 
growth") can be intertwined in the processes of instruction? Indeed， 
there is huge scope for language learning to be a tool for helping learn-
ers to look at themsalves and the world in fresh ways. 
The course Threshold (Ferguson. 1981)， which used to be the main 
vehicle for SAPL， does a very good job of getting students to notice and 
play with the link between gesture， intonation and situation. Focusing 
on gesture and intonation as an important part of language learning is 
something new for most students， and as such is a way of encouraging 
them to step out of their “insularity." 
Threshold was one of the first coursebooks that saw “chunks" of 
language as units of learning， and as such anticipated much that is now 
taken for granted. By focusing on chunks learners are stepping into a 
new mindset regarding language. The prevailing mindset in high school 
English education is based on the core idea of learning the components 
of a sentence in order to create one for yourself. The language is pre開
sented as something additive. The use of chunks in teaching implies 
starting with actual use of language in conversations. Analysis into 
components comes later. 
Working completely independently of the SAPL materials or my 
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own current work， Matsuzaki (2014)， has produced and researched in 
our department materials using chunks. In this respect he has come， 
quite independently of me， to similar conclusions about what kinds of 
teaching materials can be effective with our students. 
Another strength of the Threshold materials is the clever ways in 
which they manage to“recycle" language， giving students plenty of 
chances to repeat and review what they have been learning without it 
appearing repetitious. It does this by getting students to first listen to 
and observe Cin the 1980s pictures rather than video were used) a con-
versation， imitate it， with body language and attcntion to intonation 
and then listen to and perform a present-tense third-person narrative of 
the same conversation， again with gestures and an emphasis on body 
language. Finally siudents use the listening materials to practice ask-
ing each other questions about the dialogue and narrative. 
1 have always found this recycling approach to be useful， as 1 sense 
in myself and other teachers a tendency to move on to new material too 
quickly， inorder for the students not to become bored or restless. In-
deed， the types of material described in Mark (2014) reflect an aware-
ness of how to repeatedly draw learners' attention to particular forms 
without their feeling that they are being drilled. 
1 have chosen to talk about Threshold and SAPL here even though 
by the time 1 came to Meiji 1 had realized that 1 was not satisfied with 
a purely applied linguistics approach to English teaching. However， 1 
loved the way this method demonstrated the potential for well-designed 
materials to hold students' attention with minimum teacher interven-
tion. 1 also saw the potential for this kind of method to be further devel-
oped so as to cultivate independent thinking in students. 1 thought it 
must be possible to interweave this kind of approach with a content 
focus related to social studies， especially politics and economics， and 
also with activities and content that stimulate reflection about oneself， 
one's assumptions about life and so on. In other words， how could Eng-
lish language teaching in our situation be stimulating to students (and 
teachers) as whole individuals? 
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4.“Welcome to Seikei" 
What I came into when I joined Seikei was a new program， that had 
been going for on1y a year with Yoko as the sole teacher. This was the 
Eng1ish Proficiency Course (EPC)， that preceded what we now cal the 
program for Advanced Communication in Eng1ish (ACE). In practice it 
was a difficult course to teach， primarily for these reasons: 
1. It had been decided that， in order to avoid charges of elitism， 
students of al 1eve1s shou1d be inc1 uded; 
2. Therc was a maximum of 24 students， who wou1d remain in the 
class for four years. This in itself did not creatc difficulty， bui 
because of the fact that the class was entirely optiona1 and it 
wou1d not qua1ify students for graduation cr巴dits，it was in 
practice easy for them to quit whcnever things did not seem to 
their 1iking; 
3. While Yoko and 1 wanted， atthat time， an aIl-Eng1ish ru1e， there 
were students who were not up to this; 
4. Whi1e we were given a very generous budget for computer 
equipment， there was no room where we cou1d ask students to 
use a computer， orwhere we could ask them to go for practice 
together， something we felt was essentia1 for the success of the 
course at that time; 
5. There vague1y seemed to be some resistance to the program 
from some administrative and teaching faculty; 
6. There didn't seem to be any textbook-based approach that 
matched the students in front of us-Yoko's devoted insistence 
on SAPL requircd multip1e tape rccorders and she a1ways had 
to ask for he1p in storing the equipment and books; 
7. I personally felt charged by Nao to take responsibility for de-
veloping a viab1e curricu1um， through the medium of EPC， for 
the department as a who1e. As a resu1t I was wi1d1y experimen-
ta1 and no doubt a1so took the job too serious1y. 
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8. Yoko and 1 both compensated for what we saw as our inade-
quacies by devoting an inordinate amount of out-of-class time 
to the studcnts. 
Nao was always ready to help， and 1 have kept many of our written 
exchanges. 1 would te1 him what 1 was thinking and feeling， and he 
would graciously write back， invariably with interesting thoughts. The 
following is an exchange we had in my first year. 
Autumn 1991 (Nao's words in italics) 
1 would very seriously welcome the chance to work on the EPC 
next year with a more conventional teacher who wishes to 
teach， say， by translation. As far as 1 am concerned， itis not 
helpful to think in terms of comparing methods to see which 
one is best， but rather to look at what good points can be devel-
oped further within a particular teaching approach. It is far 
more important to get the students learning than to establish 
the superiority of a particular method. 
In some ways 1 feel the EPC students have been bombarded too 
quickly with new ideas and a new approach， and it is taking 
time for me to get to know them and to help them to und巴r-
stand. 1 think it would be a stabilizing influence on Yoko-san 
and me if we had an older ]apanese teacher on our team. 1 
think this would give us a chance to have useful discussions 
and gain insights more likely to lead to succ巴ssfuland sensitive 
curriculum innovation in the future. If there is a younger mem-
ber whom you wish to suggest 1 am surc we would find some 
interesting things to do together， but at the moment 1 feel we 
particularly need some mature guidance and advice. 
...1 do hoρe you go ahead with your scheme. 1 know your ideas are 
well-intentioned，αnd even if they are controversial-as new devel-
opments in ideas about teaching English -that is what you are 
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here for. 
The trouble with us is the lack of communication， which Td like 
you to helt me to overcome. . . 
1 am pleased to see that 1 sensed a need for any possible new ap-
proach to English teaching in Seikei to be implemented collaboratively， 
with colleagues of a1 types. In response to my request Nao did suggest 
that 1 collaborate with a younger colleague， but unfortunately he left 
within a year of our starting to co-teach -somcwhat adding to the insta-
bility of the program， and making it a litle harder to develop a shared 
sense of purpose with colleagues. 
The following year 1 was asked， along with other Meiji full-time 
foreign teachers， to contribute to a special issue of明大専教蓮会報
CMark， 1993) on our opinions about the future of language teaching in 
Meiji. 1 fault myself for trying to say too much. Half of what 1 wrote 
could easily be dismissed now， but at the core is an articulation of cur-
riculum which can be ca11ed “global" in the sense that it is integrative of 
processes and content while at the same time meeting a number of im-
portant criteria， which are represented in Figure 2 by the acronym 
SCORE A. 
To illustrate the meaning of the need for consonance of processes 
and content， expressed in Figure 2 as being of central importance， let 
me give a simple example from my childhood. When 1 was sixteen 1 had 
a history teacher who spent an an inordinate amount of time giving us 
dictated notes， and then testing us on them ora11y， which was a terrify-
ing experience. Then， atother times he would talk about how boys who 
were mature thinkers would add their own notes to those he had dic-
tated to us. The aim， hc said， was for us to Iearn to think for ourselves. 
It seems to me that the process of dictating notes and then subjecting us 
to a genuinely fearsome grilling was leading us in the opposite direction 
to his stated goal of helping us to think ind巴pendently.A microcosmic 
analysis of any teaching will reveal a1 kinds of ways in which some-
thing hidden is taught through process. This is not the place to go into 
the question in depth， but it is important to highlight the centraI 
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EVOLVlNG 
Figure 2 
(SCORE A) 
府間VANT
position that process and content goals need to occupy in thinking 
about curriculum， and to seek ways of harmonizing them so that they 
are mutually complementary. 
All of the words in Figure 2， other than “Processes" and “Content，" 
are represented by the acronym，“SCORE A". The word “Systematic" 
refers to the ne巴dto think of the different elements of any curriculum 
as being in a symbiotic relationship with each other， with the whole 
being greater than the sum of al the parts.“C" refers to the need for 
congeniality or conviviality. The curriculum should be perceived and 
experienced by teachers and students as offering a comfortable and 
enliv巴ningway of working Cit should， inother words， respect the sec-
ond of Schumacher's principles). The word “Open" refers to the need 
for a curriculum to allow input from students， tobe adaptive to what-
ever extent is practicable to their feelings， n巴巴dsand interests， and even 
to invite， insome cases， their participation in the creation of the curricu-
lum. 1t includes linguistic openness: in other words， itacknowledges 
the value of systematically gathering learner language production and 
analyzing it. For a curriculum to be perceived as “Relevant" it should 
be relatable to students'“experience." That is， itshould be possible to 
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make connections between the content and processes and the body of 
experiences -linguistic and otherwise -that the learner brings to the 
learning situation; and a1so the 1earner's possible or yet-toゐeactualized 
future goals and aspirations. The term “Evolving" implies 100king at a 
curriculum as constantly needing to grow and adapt. 80 there needs to 
be a sense that it is a good idea to regularly evaluate the curriculum， to
determine whether adjustments need to be made because new problems 
or opportunities have arisen. 
Kevin to Nao June 94 
Note: lt is a litle embarrassing to see how ready 1ωαs to burden 
Nao and other colleagues withαbstractions. Over the yeαrs 
lhαve come ωfeel that 1 should refrain from communicat-
ing inαbstractions unless 1 can illustrate easily and simρly 
ωhatlαmsαying with concrete exαmples. Words in itαlics 
added to the items beloωαre my comments now on what 1 
ωas writing in the memos to Nao. 
( 1) Language teaching is as much to do with creating a good learn-
ing environment and motivating students as to do with transmit-
ting know1edge. This means that there is a 10t of psychology 
in vol ved. The first sentence about "transmitting knowledge" is dealt 
with below in Section 5， discussing a 予ersonalgroωth" curriculum. 
Asfarαs "a lot of psychology" is concemed， now 1 would simply say 
that ifαteacher is basically happy within himself or herself， and 
genuinely interested in students， thαt iniおelfisαgood enough ρlace 
to. be. 
(2) An awarencss of the linguistic and othcr needs of students needs 
to be bui1t up and documented over time. This ρrobleml hαve very 
seriously addressed through the TRIO and other projecお.1 hαve 
done extensive work documenting leamer English with rewritten 
versions， and creating dαtabases for this work. Some exαmplesαre 
briefly mentioned beloω. 
( 3) In addition to trying to achieve success for the students in the 
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course 1 have been looking at the EPC as a way of understanding 
the curricular needs for the whole of Seikei. 1 am incorrigible in 
this regard. 1 feel thαtωehαve the potential， in terms of expertise 
and interests，ωρut togetherαgenuinely unique yet ρracticable cur-
riculum that integrates social studies and language learning. 
(4) Students have different needs and interests. Any system we 
have， whether within the EPC itself or as a whole department 
needs to strike a practicable balance between what we are able to 
offer and a willingness to respond to the abilities， needs and inter-
ests of individuals as well as the group as a whole. This is basi-
cally placing value on learner-centered teaching，ωhere the centre of 
grav的I- to use Dewey's metaρhor (Deωey 1961) - is the student 
rather than the course of instruction. It seems to me that as long as 
teαchers are interested and hαρ'py to teach on aρrogram they will 
βnd their own way of meeting this criterion. 
( 5) Teaching according to a predetermined syllabus which aims to 
develop abilities or cultivate interest in the particular direction. 
Here 1 was trying to reconcile an ordered αρ'proach to teaching with 
the αbil的Ito resρond to students sρontaneously，ωsome extentαt 
least. 
( 6) 1 have been assuming that one teacher or a group of teachers' 
interests， intuition and experience are inadequate for understand-
ing 4， which 1 feel needs to be thought about it very carefully， 
with a good deal of objective data; this data should be not only 
linguistic， but also non-linguistic. It should be classroom focus-
ed. . gathered from questionnaires， discussions with students， 
their writing， observation of their behavior， their peer interac-
tions; 1 think that here 1 was to much under the sway of apρlied 
linguistics reseαrch orthodoxy， feeling to much under ρressure for 
there to beα“'research comρonent" in the curriculum， involvingαI 
teαchers. 
( 7) Through my teaching 1 have been trying to work towards a 
clearer specification of (4) and (5) and to develop materials 
which correspond to a balance between them. Too verbose! 
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(8) 1 have been working on a theoretical approach to education and 
language teaching. Ditto. 
(9) 1 have assumed that， for the students to achieve success， a lot of 
study wil1 necessarily take place out of class. This is important. 
We do not have the time to teach students fully. It implies thαtωe 
need to think of ways in which students c，αn study outside of clαss， 
individually and in grou.ρs. 
(10) 1 have seen the wide disparities of level within the English Profi欄
ciency Course as an opportunity to learn about the ful range of 
needs that our students have. This means that 1ωas often teaching 
differently from how 1 would have been teαching had 1 not felt re欄
sponsible for the curriculum. 1ωαs certainly never teaching inωays 
that 1 thought others should emulate. 
(11) We don't necessarily need much more time to teach the students， 
but they need much more time to concentrate on the course. It 
therefore makes sense to dispense with other English classes， and 
make completion of the English proficiency course compulsory 
or difficult to transfer from: an alternative to regular classes. 
J've understood now that rationality and Seikei curriculum change do 
not always coincide. There needs ωbe αst，αted and shared sense of 
purpose before rational discussion cαn takeρlace. 
(12) We should keep the EPC as a project for materials development 
and research as much as a supposedly super-effective course for 
a select group of students. This is in factω加 tIhαvedone. 
(13) First of al， Let me say that 1 continue to be very interested in 
EPC and overall curriculum development in Seikei. 1 appreciate 
our department， too， for the way in which there seems to be a 
consensus that differing points of view should never be allowed 
to become unpleasant. Nαo's reρly hereωas to the effect that he 
was sure this would alωα:ys be the cαse. My own sentiment remains 
unchanged. 
(14) However， 1 would like to confide in you something you hav巴al・
most certainly sensed， that 1 have often felt frustrated in discus-
sions to do with the curriculum. The frustration is of course 
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partly due to my poor Japanese. and also to my lack of knowl-
edge about the details of the administrative and political con-
straints within which we are working. 1 am stubborn. and stil 
interested in both change and the obstacles impeding change. 
(15) But 1 sense that even if there were no language problem 1 would 
be frustrated because th巴reseems to be no systematic considera-
tion of what 1 would cal the “fundamentals" of curriculum 
reform. By fundamentals 1 mean 
(a) What are the language abi1ties of our students and what 
would we like to to these abilities to develop into? 
(b) What are the interests of our students? 
(c) What interests would we like to cultivate in our students? 
1 think that these need to be worked out carefully and thoroughly 
regardless of what kind of administrative framework we find 
ourselves working within. 
With regard ωthe student population as a ωhole 1 do not feel the 
same urgency to research students' interests. but 1 do feel that 1 
have learned a lot αbout (α).αnd to some extent. tangentially.α[so 
(b) through the process of substantial rewriting of students' English. 
That said. howeveκVωe ever have a curriculum that makes use of 
core material for a large body of students， itwould be very useful め
know what kind of language learners ty，ρically use and how they 
typically approach the tasks and topics in hand. But 1 understand 
and resρect the fiαct that this 俗的oesoteric for most teαchers. Never-
theless， 1 feel it is fair to sα:y that our department as a whole has not 
been engaged inαs much 0ρen discussion of the direction (or lack 
thereof) thatωe are collective[oシchoosingωtakeas would be healthy. 
One memory that brings up a pang of embarrassment is the way in 
which Nao very humbly put himself in the position of asking Yoko and 
myself， inmy first year， toguide him and other Seikei teachers. H巴
organized a Saturday workshop which was attended by a handful of 
what 1 guess were some of the most di1gent and cooperative of our 
part-time teachers at the time. Yoko and 1 were asked to give presenta-
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tions about what we ourselves were doing， a process which implied that 
we were somehow qualified to help them to be better teachers_ With 
more experience and maturity 1 would now， ina similar situation， say 
my role is first of a1 to listen and learn， not to teach other teachers. 
Similarly， Nao generously adopted my first textbook for use at one 
of his classes at another university. 1 sensed that it didn't work weU for 
him， but regret that we didn't spend much more time talking about it 
first， again with the attitude that my job is first to listen and under-
stand. He did givc me some useful notes， though. 
Also embarrassing， inretrospect， isour early insistence that classes 
should be conducted entirely in English. This is an area where 1 now 
feel very comfortable letting students decide for themselves. 1 do not 
enjoy being a policeman， which is what inevitably happcns if an Eng-
lish-only rule originates with me. When it comes from a group of stu-
dents themselves there is no problem. 
And above al， what now seems more important than any other 
single factor to do with teaching is the notion of care. Regardless of a 
teacher's particular strengths or weaknesses， ifstudents sense in teach-
ers a sincere effort a genuine interest and care for their welfare， they 
tend to respond very well as learners. 1 sense that Nao was a good ex-
ample of this principle. 
5. Visualizing a “Global" or “Personal Growth Oriented" 
Curriculum 
While they are practical tools for me， the diagrams in this and the 
following section may seem a litle alien to readers who are not accus-
tomed to thinking abstractly and theoretically about curriculum， as 
opposed to thinking of curriculum in terms of the names of subjects to 
be taught， the number of credits and so on. But for there to be“real" 
curriculum discussion we need to have systematic ways of approaching 
the discussion， and 1 offer these here as one kind of tool for promoting 
discussion， as a kind of invitation to thinking that there may be new 
possibilities that we as co11eagues can explore. 
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TRADITIONAι 
CURRICULUM 
Learning of Informational 
CONTENT 
Figure 3 Figure 4 
A traditiona1 curricu1um is based on a kind of transmission mode1 
of 1earning， one where the learner has no “creative" or“participative" 
re1ationship with the know1edge at hand， but is rather expected to be a 
kind of open receptac1e for the know1edge that is impart巴d.1 character-
ize this as“informational content" (Figure 3). 
Figures 4 and 5 are adaptations of“bi1liard ball" diagrams in Pike 
and Se1by (1988). 1 have added typica1 genera1 education subject 1abe1s 
to each ball. Figure 4 shows how a traditiona1 curriculum is presented 
to and experienced by students as a set of relatively unrelated subjects. 
Figure 5， in contrast， suggests a much more dynamic curricu1um that 
offers rich opportunities for discovery of connections and interre1ation-
ships. Figure 6 deve10ps the process / content distinction discussed in 
Figure 2， again showing each category as interacting with the content. 
This globa1 curricu1um model a1so emphasizes the individua1 as a deve1-
oping actor in the global arena. 
Figure 7 isproposed here as a way of conceptualizing content re1e-
vant to Seikei so that the disparate subjects typically offered in a socia1 
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studies / general education curriculum (Figures 4 and 5) can be per-
ceived within a meaningful “problem-solving framework." While this is 
not the place to go into the matter in detail， an argument can be made 
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Figure 7 
that any topic or research theme can potentially be meaningfully linked 
with any of the four dual themes depicted here， Prosperity v Poverty， 
Conflict v Peace etc. Moreover， this content can be further systemati-
cally exploited by looking at each of these dualities on different levels， 
ranging from the personal to the global， and also including family， insti-
tutional， local and nationallevels. 
6. The Individual and the Notion of Autonomy 
The concept of learner autonomy has been a buzz term in language 
teaching for som巴timenow， and it is very easy to use it loosely. It can 
be closely associated with the idea that education should help individu-
als to grow as people， not just as learncrs of a particular subject. 
Equally， itcan be used to simply refer to the range of choices before 
learners: what they want to do， when th巴ywant to do it， whom they 
want to do it with etc. This is not the place to go into a philosophical 
analysis of learner autonomy. Rather 1 would like to share a working 
model of how 1 think the concept can be be of service. Figure 8 offers a 
further way of thinking in terms of a global education curriculum as 
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aiming to stimulate individual self-awareness on the one hand， and 
awareness of the world on the other. It suggests that in the course of an 
individual's interactions with the world Cothers etc.) self-awareness 
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also develops， and that “growing" can be looked at as a continuous cycle 
of choosing the values one has， acting according to them and learning 
from experience， hopefully becoming ever more aware as the cycle is 
repeated. 
Figure 9， which is a simplification and refinement of ideas elabo-
rated in Mark (1994) can be seen as an expansion of the twin concepts 
of choice and participation， expressing them as a kind of checklist or 
menu for assessing the presence of or potential for autonomy in a par-
ticular situation. It articulates the theoretical possibility of a consider-
able degree of autonomy while outwardly there appears to be none， 
thus offering an alternative to the prevalent and conventional view that 
autonomy is primarily something that is outwardly measurable. 
7. Conclusion 
1 have perhaps been best-known among my colleagues as “the guy 
who has made some software，" or“the guy who is interested in data-
bases of learner English." While 1 have indeed put a great deal of energy 
and time into projects of this kind (some of the papers documenting 
them are included in the bibliography)， they were conceived and re-
main in my mind as a search for exemplars that illustrate the kind of 
infrastructure that could be supportive of an educational approach to 
our work in Seikei. The question of how individuals -students and 
colleagues alike -can thrive in a “mass education" environment re-
mains， tome， the most interesting question. 
Notes 
1 (Translated by Kevin Mark) 
l1 est d'autant plus important de souligner la necessit品d'unereforme de la 
connaissance qu'aujourd'hui， en France， leprobl色mede l'education et celui 
de la recherche sont reduits a des termes quantitatifs: <<davantage de 
cr剖itω，(<davantage d'enseignants>>， <<davantage d'informatiqu的， etc. On 
masque par la la dificulte majeure que revちlel'echec de toutes les reformes 
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successives de l'enseignement: on ne peut pas reformer l'institution sans 
avoir au prealable reform己lesesprits， mais on ne peut pas reformer les 
esprits si l'on na pas au pr伺lablereforme les institutions. 
2 A gobstopper is a spherical candy that is so big that it blocks up your 
“cakehole" or "gob" (both London working class slang terms for mouth). 
The word "gobstruck" a now classless word， isused when som巴oneis so 
surprised that his or her mouth hangs open. 
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